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Subject: 1st Amendment to Sailing Instructions  

  

Delete 1.7 and replace by: 
 
1.7   Appendix T applies. Rules T1 and T2 are deleted and replaced by the following: 
  
T1                 POST-RACE PENALTIES 

(a)         A board that may have broken one or more rules of Part 2 in an incident may 
take a Post-Race Penalty at any time after the race until the beginning of a 
protest hearing involving the incident.  

(b)          The race score for a board that takes a Post-Race Penalty shall be the score 
she would have received without that penalty, made worse by the 30% of 
the score for Did Not Finish, rounded to the nearest whole number (0.5 
rounded upward). The scores of other boards shall not be changed; 
therefore, two boards may receive the same score. However, the penalty 
shall not cause the board’s score to be worse than the score for Did Not 
Finish. 

(c)         A board takes a Post-Race Penalty by delivering to the arbitrator or a member 
of the protest committee a written statement that she accepts the penalty 
and that identifies the race number and where and when the incident 
occurred. 

  
This rule does not apply if the board caused injury or serious damage or, despite 
taking a penalty, gained a significant advantage in the race or series by her breach. 
  

T2                 ARBITRATION MEETING 
An arbitration meeting will be held prior to a protest hearing for each incident 
resulting in a protest by a board involving one or more rules of Part 2, but only if 
each party is represented by a person who was on board at the time of the incident. 
No witnesses will be permitted. However, if the arbitrator decides that rule T1 does 
not apply or that arbitration is not appropriate, the meeting will not be held, and if a 
meeting is in progress, it will be closed. 

  
 
Luís Leal Faria 
Jury Chairman 
 


